Hilfe für Afrika …
… Arusha’s streetchildren 2017
Mambo, habari ?

Kiswahili

Hello – how are you ?
…that's how you greet each other in "Tanzania" in
Kiswahili, where English is only the second official language. In addition, 126 other languages are spoken,
independent languages, no dialects.
In September 2017, we embarked on our fifth journey to
Arusha in north-eastern Tanzania to continue the project prepared in September 2014 and begun in December 2014. The
summer in Germany was over, it was cold and rainy, so the
farewell was not difficult.
After almost 11 hours we arrived in Arusha; now we had
earned ourselves a cool "Kilimanjaro" -for a short order called
"Kili baridi"; a beer comparable to the German Pils. "Baridi"
means "cold". In Africa, beer is usually served at room temperature, which tastes like ours: not good at all.

The next day we contacted Ayubu and Neema, the two most
important contacts in Arusha, and chairman of the association
"New hope street youth of Arusha". There was a lot of news,
good and less good news. For reasons we cannot quite
understand, the government in DarEsSalaam had prescribed
to rename the association founded in 2014 in "Shadow of
success Foundation". All in the previous association active
children are now members in the new association and of
course also covered at the healthcare insurance. The name
change is not so important for the continuation of the project.

The "extension of the sewing room" was at the top of our to
do-list. So we bought two more sewing machines, scissors,
sewing accessories and two chairs; yes and lots of tailoring
stuff; because the girls should get something to do and have
to learn a lot. Great: we had received various donations in kind
for the sewing room, zippers, bias binding, Velcro and even
our own "label", a whole suitcase full. Of course, this did not
go through without discussions with the customs, but we were
able to convince the customs officials that the material donations to equipment of the sewing room were intended and so
no customs-tax was to pay.
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Together with the tailor, Mr. Omary
Juma, we discuss what we can do and
with what the girls can start with;
tablemats, pillowcases and shopping
bags that should work for the beginning.
From the sewing room there was good
and less good news. Of the girls who
have enthusiastically entered the last
year, not all were there. But the good
news: two girls had come almost daily
and are already a help for the tailor;
Equally good was that the free seats
were occupied again.

bags, Tabelmats and Pillowcases

In order for the training to be completed, we have come up with a kind of an education contract combined
with a training program. The aim is to reach the girls who are really interested, to retain them in the long
term and to train them properly without pressure. For this we had prepared an agreement -an education
contract in German, English and Kiswahili-. The girls were offered a training or education contract -very
slim. The content is that the girls should complete 1,000 training hours in one year and in September 2018
we take a kind of exam with the preparation of several practice pieces. Everything is rated and the top five,
they get a complete workplace with sewing machine, tool and chair but with the requirement that they have
to introduce 5 more girls to tailoring in the following year. The sewing room can of course be used free of
charge during this time. This is intended to ensure that on the one hand the equipment of the sewing room
stays together and the sewing room is self-financed and developed in the near future. To make sure to
have enough orders, contact with safari companies, hotels and restaurants have been made. YES, the
fabric dealer was immediately ready to sell our bags, tablemats and pillowcases in his shop. If this all
starts well, the sewing room will work independently in one, but at the latest in two years.
The project "a sewing room for street girls" has started really well. With another good development, the
project will be self-reliant in one, maybe two, years and will continue to grow and develop. That would be a
huge success; We are on the right way and we would like to do more, but our resources are limited.
Finally, as every year, we happily celebrated our annual summer party with all the street children we care
on, boys and girls. It has long been clear what's on the plate -Pilaw and chicken- what the kids like the
most.
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…. summarized we can say :
the project 2017

„ Hilfe für Afrika – Arusha’s streetchildren “
was very successful, thanks to the support of Ayubu and Neema and other local friends, and all the
sponsors, especially the great support of INDUSTRIE PERFECT. From the implementation of the
charity project, many images are provided on our website again
www.hilfe-fuer-afrika-hilden.weebly.com
Our commitment and success is supported by your help and willingness to donate. We thank all those who
have supported this project so far and would be very happy if we could count on your help in the future as
we want to continue to accompany Arusha's street children and return to Arusha in August / September
2018 to continue the project. Further information can be found on our website.

once again

… many thanks - good bye !
asante sana - kwaheri ya kuonanna !

Hilfe für Afrika Hilden e.V.
represented by the association board
-chairman- E. Kremers
Postbox 100 427 in 40724 Hilden
Phone 02103 / 243844
info@hilfe-fuer-afrika-hilden.de

(Kiswahili)

The association is registered :
-

- in association register court AG Düsseldorf VR -No. 10909

-

-

- at tax authority Hilden Tax-No. 5135 / 5792 / 4782

Donation account
Receiver
Bankname
BIG
IBAN

Hilfe für Afrika Hilden e.V.
Deutsche Skatbank
GENO DEF 1SLR
DE 17 8306 5408 0004 8735 05
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